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Notes L
2.

3.
4.

Due credit will be given to neahrcss and adequate dimensions.

AssNne suitable deta wherever necessary.
Illustrate your answer necessary with the help of neat sketches.

Use of pen Blue/Black inlc/refill only for writing tlre answer book.
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1 a) Explain Vemier techniques for smal[ time interval measur€ment

b) Exptain practical scheme for measurement ofcapacilalce.

OR

a) Explain the Peak frequency measurement technique with suitable diaglaln.

b) Explain fast low fiequeucy measuremol ofsinusoidalty varying signals.

a) Explai[ heterodyne wave analyzer with neat diagram.

b) Explaiu protocol analyzer with the help ofneat sketch,

OR

a) Explain spectruro analyzer with the help ofneat sketch,

b) Explain in daail logic analyzer.

a) Explain in details IEEE-488 bus standad.

b) What is the need ofATE. Explain ir d€tail.

OR

a) Explai[ iJr details the Instrumetrtatioo in hazardous are-a

b) Explaio automatic test equipment for PCB. '

Dmw the block diagam of Data Acquisition systems. Also state different types ofDAS.
Explai-o a-oy one.

OR

a) Exptain digital.sensors for sp€.€d measurement.

b) What is virtual lnstrumentation? Explain with suitable example
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9. a)

b)

10. a)

b)

11. a)

b)

Explain SCADA system in details with the help of suitablc block diagram l

Explain bus and communication network ofDCS. 5

OR

Enlist the problems associated with velocity algorithm ofa digital PID controllers. Suggest 7

rgmedy to minimize there problems.

Explain the hierarchy for distributed control system. 6

What is relay sequencer? Explain hard wire programming related with relay sequenccr. 1

Describe the wbrking ofdifferent NeuralNet&'ork coolfoller in detail. 7

OR

b) What are the undesirable effects ofECG monitoring.

12. a) Explain the different symbols lsed in ladder diagram for input devices, output devices and

. switches with one example ofcomplete ladder diagram.
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